ERGOBJÖRN
TAXI TRAIN

TERMS & FUNCTIONS
With this smart solution, several different trolleys
can be transported in a train at the same time,
which minimises the number of transports and
increases the frequency of goods delivery for the
production department.
Less number of internal transports (often oneway) reduces the risk of accidents in the production premises. Heavy fork-lift trucks can be replaced with smaller and flexible towing trucks,
providing effective milk-runs.
The Taxi solution can also be combined with
other trolleys from our range. The Taxi Solution
means that up to four trolleys can be connected
in a train, where each trolley can carry 600 kg

maximum. The number of trolleys depends on the
truck’s towing capacity. In every Taxi trolley there is
room for either a whole pallet dolly (1210x820 mm)
or two half pallet dollies (620x810 mm). The dolly
construction also provides the possibility to build
other trolleys depending on customers’ needs- from
simple pallet trolleys to advanced ”Kit-Trolleys”. This
increases both the efficiency and the flexibility.
During transport, the wheels of the dollies are raised from the floor, which means that it is possible
to use different combinations of wheels, in different qualities, according to needs. This solution also
makes it possible to use different combinations of
fixed and swivel wheels.
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Easy manouverable electric
lifting device which raises
the dollies from the floor
during transport.

A foot-manoeuvered
locking function which
keeps the dollies in
place during transport.

TAXI TROLLEY
Up to four taxi trolleys can be connected in a train to a total towing capacity of 2,400 kg. Other trolleys from
our range can be used in the same
train. Maximum load 600 kg for each
taxi trolley.
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FULL PALLET DOLLY/
HALF PALLET DOLLY

SHELF SYSTEM

Dolly with four swivel wheels for
flexible handling. Can be fitted with
different kinds of wheels and brakes.
Maximum load is 600 kg for each dolly.
When using half pallets, two dollies
can be transported at the same time
which enables KANBAN principles
when switching between full and
empty applications. Half pallet dollies
have the same principles for wheels as
the whole pallet dolly. Maximum load
is 300 kg for each dolly.
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Different types of shelf systems
increases the flexibility for transporting various types of goods
with the same load carrier. The
shelf system can be attached to
a whole or half pallet dollies and
easily be lifted off as well. For
more information about shelf
systems, please contact our sales
department.
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